
Mattress Box Assembly Instructions 
 

Thank you for purchasing the expandable mattress kit that can be used for Twin, Full, Queen, and King.  

 

Mattress Sizes Size 

Twin 39” x 75” x 10” 

Twin XL 39” x 80” x 10” 

Full 54” x 75” x 10” 

Queen 60” x 80” x 10” 

King 76” x 80” x 10” 

 

The kit is designed for one of the box sleeves to fit into the other sleeve making the box size variable depending on the 

type (size) of mattress being shipped.  

The kit comes with all you will need to protect your mattress. The kit includes:  

• Two flexible corrugated box sleeves  

• Durable plastic mattress bag  

• Packaging tape to seal the box for shipping  

• Instructions  

UBOXES recommends that two people be present to assemble and load the mattress box to ensure that it is assembled 

safely and loaded with minimal effort.   Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnaltZjc0Dw 

The assembly instructions are as follows:  

1. Take the outer plastic wrap off the package to separate the two box sleeves, tape and mattress bag.  

2. Place your mattress in the durable plastic mattress bag and tape it closed.  

3. Using scissors, cut the straps around the two box sleeves and then unfold & separate them. You will note that one box 

sleeve will be slightly longer than the other so that the panels nest together.  

4. Fold in the small flaps on the end of the box and then tape down the seam.  

5. Fold the long sides of the box sleeve over the smaller end flaps and secure with tape.  

6. Stand the mattress box sleeve straight up and insert your mattress into the open side as far as it will go (it is suggested 

that this be done near a wall for support while box sleeve #2 is assembled)  

7. Repeat above steps 4, 5 and 6 for the second sleeve.  

8. Once the second box sleeve is assembled, insert the open end into/over the first box sleeve (with mattress inside) 

pushing them together to secure the entire mattress inside the mattress box sleeves. Once pushed together, securely 

apply tape around the box so that the box sleeves are secured around the mattress width. This will prevent the box sleeves 

from separating.  

 

To help visualize the above instructions, below are a couple of pictures:  

 

Tape around box See how the boxes slide into  

each other 


